Call for Guest Presenters for Teacher Hug Radio
Hello
I would like to present to you Teacher Hug Radio, a global education talk radio
station that we are launching on January 30th 2021. I have attached a one page
explainer and a summary of our values that drive all our decision making.
There are three ways that you can get involved:
1. Presenting an existing format
You could volunteer to present an existing show format as part of a small team of
presenters working on rotation. We have a huge range of shows and are always
looking for presenters to join. Examples are:
Teacher Hug Book Club

A magazine show: interviews with authors, book recommendations and reviews,
reading excerpts, looking at how books are used in the classroom. This is a prerecorded show and will go out on a Sunday afternoon. As part of a team of four your
commitment would be one hour every 4 weeks.
Teacher Q and A phone in

A live phone in show where Teachers call in with questions/problems and other
Teachers call in with answers. The show broadcasts at 8pm on Sundays. You would
have a producer managing the calls. As part of a team of 2 your commitment would
be an hour every fortnight.
Saturday Night Quiz

You would design and deliver a Quiz in a variety of formats. As part of a team of 2
your time commitment would be an hour every fortnight. This is a pre-recorded show.
Podcast Pick of the Week

Reviewing Educational Podcasts using excerpts of existing podcasts. As part of a
team of three your commitment would be an hour every three weeks. This is a prerecorded show. The show will be broadcast at 7pm on Sunday evenings.
The Teacher Mixtape

A music show for teachers. The format can be played around with. As part as a team
of two your commitment would be 2 hours every 2 weeks. The Teacher Mixtape is
broadcast twice per weekend. This is a pre-recorded show.
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Audio Book Sampler Show

Using excerpts from Audio Books. Reviewing, recommending and listening. Looking
at new releases and translating ideas into the classroom. This is a pre-recorded
show. You would work in a team of 2 and your time commitment would be an hour
every fortnight.
There are also opportunities to get involved in News Broadcasts, continuity
announcing, investigative journalism and well-being hour.
2. Pitch a new show
We are also looking for ideas for new shows, documentaries, investigative
journalism, radio dramas, student voice pieces, panel shows and comedies. You
might want to pitch a show or a series. You have complete creative freedom and can
select the size of your team. Just email Hello@TeacherHug.co.uk with your idea or
use the form on the Teacher Hug website. We will help you with the production of the
show and with developing your presenting style.
3. Share your existing content
It might also be that you have an existing Podcast that you would like us to feature
on Teacher Hug. We syndicate podcasts and also feature one off specials. We will
be able to get a wider audience for your podcast and draw people to your work. If
you have content that you would like us to feature, please get in touch.
We make decisions on shows, presenters and scheduling with reference to our
values. We want diverse voices representing diverse communities so don’t operate a
first come first served approach. You may be invited to contribute at a later date or
put on a waiting list to present a show later in the year.
Thank you for your interest in Teacher Hug Radio. We hope that you will be able to
contribute to this very exciting new venture. The next steps in the process are for
potential contributors to attend an Induction Zoom meeting. They are held monthly
and Michelle will let you know when the next one is.
Best wishes
Paul Dix and Kevin Mulryne
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Teacher Hug is a global online talk radio station for Teachers and Educators. It will bring
the best teachers and leaders alongside the most exciting education disruptors to deliver
›teaching ideas, workload solutions, Education research and the latest in classroom ideas.

Positive innovation, Positive disruption, Positive voices.
Teacher Hug has 8 regular anchor presenters.

Jaz Ampaw Farr, Hywel Roberts, Paul Dix, Action Jackson, Toria Bono, Kevin Mulryne,
Nia Visser and Anita Le Tissier.
In addition, we will invite contributions: guest series, guest presenters, radio dramas,
syndicated podcasts and seminars. There will be competitions for ‘new voices’,
documentaries, investigative journalism and Education News. Phone in shows will be a
regular feature with questions from teachers answered by other teachers.
As the audience grows, we will expand into weekday programming with audio learning for
children broadcast during weekday term times providing a refreshing alternative to endless
screen lessons. There will also be a Teacher Hug Radio Academy for Schools to get their
children involved in broadcasting and an adult Radio Academy to develop new talent.
Scheduling
Launch weekend Saturday 30th January 2021, then fortnightly from February 13th
Teacher Hug is a joint venture between Paul Dix and Kevin Mulryne.
Teacher Hug is a commercial talk radio station and will carry advertising.
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Teacher Hug Radio Presenters and Contributors share the same values through their
Broadcast work. These values guide our decision making, development and growth as an
organisation. They affect how we recruit new Presenters, which Contributors we use and
decisions on scheduling.
Humanity
Teacher Hug presenters strive to do no harm. We should be aware of the impact of our
words and images on the lives of others. When we commit errors we will correct them and
our expressions of regret will be sincere not cynical. We listen to the concerns of our
audience. We always provide remedies when we are unfair.
Inclusiveness
We are deliberately inclusive and seek to give those at the margins a voice. Teacher Hug
Radio will be proactive in taking steps to ensure inclusion and engagement for all the people
who work for and with us. We strive towards a culture that is diverse and inclusive that
recognises and develops the potential of all. Teacher Hug Radio is committed to attracting
and recruiting diverse Contributors as it’s important that our teams reflect the communities
and the diverse audience who listen.
Positive voices
Teacher Hug programmes celebrate teachers, schools, children and their communities. We
do not broadcast content that is deliberately divisive, attacks individual schools or teachers
or promotes unethical practice. We are interested in nuanced debate not click bait and
always seek to promote the very best practice that celebrates the teaching profession.
Integrity
Trust, transparency and honesty are at the heart of our work. Reporting must be accurate
and fair. Everyone must have the right to reply. We always strive for accuracy when
reporting. When we cannot corroborate information we say so.
Anti-racism
It is unacceptable that anyone experiences racism or discrimination. Teacher Hug is committed to
being an anti-racist organisation. We don’t accept racism and discriminatory behaviour. We are
committed to challenging and dismantling structural racism within our practices, policies, procedures
and audience. We are committed to ensuring that Teacher Hug Radio is an anti-racist working
environment.
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